
A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs 
Chapter 21:1-31: Life and Conduct 
 
Verses 1-8: Wisdom’s Way: God’s word [wisdom] judges actions and ponderings of rulers as 
well as ordinary people. Just as water is channeled for fruitful purposes, wisdom guides her 
lovers to just and compassionate conduct. Desire for justice and upright actions are more 
acceptable to the Lord than all sacrifices. Proverbs remind that haughty eyes and arrogant 
hearts are steps toward ruin of one’s lamp [life]; God’s lamp [wisdom] searches human hearts. 
Hastiness in speech and actions is a sign of weakness, impetuousness that amounts to nothing 
that lasts. It shows lack of sound judgment and deep-seated distress; it is waste of one’s talents. 
Wealth attained through lying and deceitful means is like disappearing vapor, a self-imposed 
trap [deadly]. Power and violence associated with wealth are bound to fail; it is like a storm that 
sweeps you away; rejection of justice ends in violence. One who is straightforward in heart 
seeks just actions. 
 
Verses 9-14: A nagging person: dissociate yourself from a constantly nagging person. In Israel’s 
male dominate ancient culture, a woman [wife] is depicted as an example of a quarrelsome 
person [the lesson of the proverbs is applied to both male and female]. Actions, good or evil, 
derive from the intentions of the heart. The wicked indulge in evil, make the life of their 
neighbors a nightmare; they lack compassion [fear of the Lord]. Justice system that punishes 
the wicked is a deterrent to the naïve who are attracted to evil ways, an eyeopener to become 
wise. The wise are always attuned/receptive to the wisdom of the sages. ‘One who closes 
his/her ear to the cry of the poor will himself/herself cry out and will not be heard’ [verse 13]. 
Unsympathetic heart that neglects the poor despises God’s concern for the weak. In order to be 
heard by God, one must be compassionate like God [‘be compassionate just as your heavenly 
Father is compassionate-Luke 6:36]. 
 
Verse 15-22: Fairness in actions: practice of right conduct brings joy to a person and the 
community. Engaging in questionable conduct not only ruins personal life but also the stability 
of the community. A shadow of unhappiness follows the one who conducts himself/herself 
without understanding. ‘He who loves pleasure will be a poor man; he who loves wine and oil 
will not be rich’ [verse 17]. Indulging in unbridled pleasures of life is a recipe for one’s loss of 
honor and wealth, sign of poverty of character [example: parable of the prodigal son in Luke 
15]. Prudent planning and decision making is required to advance in prosperity. A fool sees no 
value in what he/she possesses or inherits and quietly swallows up the wealth. As in battles, it 
is not in personal boast that one gains victory but by prudent actions and listening to wise 
counsels that one defeats temptations and adversities [example: story of David and Goliath-
1Samuel 17].  
 
Verses 23-31: The honorable and the shameful: Proverbs’ frequent admonition is that an 
unguarded speech is fodder for trouble and a strain in relationships. A scoffer and his/her 
arrogant ways are constantly denounced by proverbs. Laziness, refusal to work is inviting death 
like troubles. The greedy is never satisfied but the Lord multiplies the blessings of the generous. 
No prayer, sacrifice of a crooked person is acceptable to the Lord; it is an empty show. 



Obstinacy of the wicked to put on a bold face after committing criminal acts is shameful. A just 
person is thoughtful, humble in his/her ways. Divine wisdom surpasses all human 
understanding [‘fear of the Lord’, a heart that listens to divine wisdom lives uprightly]. There is 
the uncertain, unpredictable in life, the wise trust in God’s knowing for the future to unfold. 
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